
Soda Firing 1/12/16 Cobb Mountain Art & Ecology Project  

Time Damper Gas Temp Action 

8:00  8” min  Only Middle Burner on, some light stoking 

8:30  “ up 600 Increased stoking, gas bumped up 

9:30 “  1040 All three burners on lowest setting (around 12:10 on clock face) 

10:15  9”  1154 Adjusted damper until pyrometer started climbing  

10:45  9.5”  1387 Adjusted damper until pyrometer started climbing 

11:20  “ up 1455 gas bumped up 

12:00  “ up 1505 gas bumped up, blocked passive dampers above damper seemed to help 
draw, Stopped regular stoking 

1:00  “ up 1600 gas bumped up 

1:30  “  1720 /08 down on top 

2:15 10.25” up 1802 gas bumped up, damper out until climbing achieved 

2:30 “  1835 /04 bending on top 
/08 bending in middle 

3:20  11” up 1941 /04 down on top 
/08 down in middle  
gas bumped up damper adjusted 

3:44 “  1970 /1 down on top 
/04 down in middle 
/08 down on bottom 

5:15 “ up 2133 /1 down in middle 
/1 at half on bottom 
gas bumped up (had issues finding good setting and lost temp for 30 min) 
Tiles all fell over  

5:30 12.75” up 2116 Found sweet spot for climbing after making kiln crash 20 degrees.  

6:00 “  2155 /5 down & /8 at half on top 
/1 down on bottom (moved pyrometer to middle spy 2090) 

8:40 “  2400 /11 down on top 
/9 down & /10 at ⅓ way down (soft) 
/8 & /9 bending on bottom 

9:21 “  “ /11 flat on top 
/10 touching in middle 
/9 at half on bottom 
3 lb soda sprayed in in 2 1.5lb increments.  
Stoked one log  after first spray 
Stoked one log with 1.5 cups of wet salt on it after second spray 

10:00 off off off /11 flat on top 
/10 flat in middle 
/9 touching on bottom 



 

 


